
British West Karakoram expedition 1981

John Nixon

The Baltar Valley in the Batura Region of the NW Karakoram is one of the
less frequented climbing areas of Pakistan yet it is easily accessible by virtue
of the Karakoram Highway. After an initial jeep ride from Chalt to the
village of Bar, the valley can be reached in 2 relatively easy days on foot.
Baltar itself is a summer shepherds' colony and is an excellent site for base
camp as there is a large area of flat land between the moraines of the Baltar
and Toltar Glaciers.

Thaime Chish
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52 The Batura Wall at the head oJ the Baltar glacier (This and next photo: j. Nixon)

The obj cli e of the British West Ka"akoram Expedition 1981 was a
peak known locally as Thaimc Chish on th E side of the Baltar GlacieJ".
The mountain was first attempted b a strong German!Austrian team in
1954 and they referr d to the peak as ildspitz' but had to retr at from a
high point close to the summit in a snow storm. Although th 're have been a
couple of ub equent att mpt the mountain, to th best of our knowledge,
is still unclimbed. Height estimates of the mountain have varied but
.6350m would appear to be appropriate.

Bas Camp was stablish· d on 25 July and its pea eful id lIic setting
amongst birch tree and pasture contrasted trongly with the surrounding
dramatic scenery. Steep icy mountain nanks soared kywards for 3000m or
more to majestic summits such a Batura, Hachindar Chish and Sia Chish.
Our mountain, Thaime Chish, stood somewhat alone from the main group
and we were granted occasional glimpses as it demurely revealed itself
through the wirling clouds.

Although the weather wa unsettled the 4 meniber of the team et off
with heavy loads to find a site across the Baltar Glacier for Camp 1. A
suitable location beneath the NE Ridge of our mountain was found and a
small level area was constructed from the rubble of a moraine. It wa
intended that we try to climb the NE Ridge to the summit as, although this
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route i long and technicall difficult it avoid the 2 icefalls of the original
route pion ered by the Germans and Austrian 27 ears ago.

After a period of bad weather the crest of the E Ridge was eventlJally
reached on 4 August ia a long snow couloir. It wa becoming increa ingly
e ident, however that our mall team would not be able to maintain and
con olidat su h a long and arduous route. An 'alpine- tyle' pu h along th
ridge eemed ri ky as we would be over-extended at altitude with the
con tant threat of bad weath r and potentially s veral days away from our
highe t camp. We decided therefore, to revert to the original
German/Austrian route and hopefully climb past their high point to reach
the summit.

Camp 2 wa established on a plateau of i e b tween the upper and low r
i efalls. The climb up to thi camp had been on teep ice but wa reasonably
afe and LOok only a few hours. The route through the upper icefall to

Camp 3, however, involved increa ing diffi ultie and objective danger.
There wa mu h evidence of fresh erac fall and the threat of large
avalanche from the mountain Oank to our left wa always apparent.
Sections of the climb in the upper icefall involved 0 erhanging ice pitche
and precarious manoeuvres across large crevasses. A sit for Camp 3 wa
chosen at the foot of the large b rgschrund which wa later to save u from

53 Thaime Chish from Base Camp
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being swept away by a large slab-avalanche from the slopes above.
The weather had deteriorated and in driving snow the team descended to

base for more supplies. With no real improvement in the weather we
climbed back up to Camp 3 hoping for a settled period in which to complete
the climb. We were greeted with a 36 hour snowstorm which confined the 4
of us to our small dome tent.

At 3 am on 18 August we set off with bivouac equipment for a final push
for the summit. We reached the colon the NW Ridge at dawn and climbed
steep ice to the foot of a large rock step. The poor quality and angle of the
rock made this section a very difficult proposition. Awkward climbing with
occasional points of aid led to a restricted stance at the foot of a steep
corner. It was now 4 pm and with no bivouac site in view-we decided to
descend to Camp 3. Our food supplies on the mountain had virtually run
out and we only had a few days left before we had to make our long journey
home. With regret we climbed back down to base over the next 2 days but
were resigned to the fact that we had no more time for a further attempt.
When we reached our base camp the weather once again closed in and large
'iimounts of fresh snow fell on our mountain as if to emphasise the end of
our chances in reaching the summit.

Although our attempt to climb Thaime Chish was foiled mainly by bad
weather and conditions our expedition was nevertheless both fascinating
and exciting. The Baltar Valley is a very appealing area with many serious
and difficult objectives; Thaime Chish remains an attractive and intriguing
virgin summit.

Climbers' playgrounds - Europe

36 More rocks in central France

Charles Mont

MOTvan The Parc Naturel Regional du Morvan of 173000 hectares is an
upland area of gneiss and granite lying between the towns of Avallon,
Chateau Chinon and Autun. This is the N limit of the Massif ~entral and
the highest point is Haut Folin (902m). There are forests, large man-made
lakes and some deep river gorges.

There are climbing rocks at Pierre Perthuis close to Vezelay, in the
Vallee du Cousin immediately S of Avallon, by Vieux Chateau in the
Serein valley and in the neighbourhood of Dun-les-Places. The best are
probably those at the Roches du Chien, which rise some 40m above D6,
3km E of Dun-Ies-Places, and the 20m Rochers du Pont adjacent to the
Roman bridge at Pierre Perthuis.
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